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The use of different optical-fiber sensors for weighing measurements is described. ByAbstract
using three different mechanical stressing mechanisms, the operat ion of the fiber-to-fiber
transducer systems are tested and the results are presented. Parameters such as sensitivity,
hysteresis, resolution, and dynamic range are measured. A comparison of the results has shown
that the sensor system made with a cantilever steel beam offers a better overall performance. It
shows a sensitivity of about 4.8 mV/gm, a maximum hysteresis of 4%, and has a resolution of
0.2 gm for a dynamic range of about 140 gm. The reported systems offer simplicity in design
and can be implemented for force/pressure measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years a number of methods have been
deve loped in orde r to devise t ransducers for
fo r ce a n d , i n p a r t i c u la r , f o r we i gh t
measurements. The first attempts have been the
use of a spring system. This device is very simple
an d cost e ffe ct ive fo r ma ss p r odu ct io n .
H oweve r , st ab il it y, accu ra cy, an d o t he r
pa rame t e r s ne e ded fo r h ighe r p re cision
expe r iments mot ivated the deve lopment of
more reliable transducers.
The new weighing apparatus uses the more

sophist icated load ce ll, which is based on a
strain gauge transducer element [1]. The load

cells can measure static and dynamic tensile and
compressive loads almost without requiring any
displacement. A rapid development in the scale
industry has become possible by using this type
of sensors. These kinds of transducers are now
widely used for medical scales, packaging scales,
and others [2].
In design and construction of a sensor one

mu s t co n s i d e r a cc u r a cy, r e so l u t i o n ,
repeatability, line ar ity, hyst e re sis, and the
response time [3]. To meet all the requirements
described is not a simple task because one must
consider the specifications in relat ion to the
production cost for the real applications. On the
othe r hand, in most cases to obtain the best
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result for one particular parameter one has to
sacr ifice for o the r s. Some o f the specified
parameters are related to the transducer itself,
some defined by the measuring system, and
many others are related to the both systems.
In recen t yea rs, some re se arche r s have

a t t emp t e d t o imp r o ve t h e t r a n sdu ce r
performance while others have focused on the
me thods and processing the output signals.
These efforts include: amplification, averaging
and smoothing, and digitizing the output signal
in o rde r to obt a in a st able , r e liable , and
reproducible results with a high accuracy.

OPTICAL-FIBERSENSORS

Beside the load ce ll devices, opt ical sensors
have the potent ia ls to be used for we ighing
measurements especially in hazardous process
cont ro l areas. O pt ical-fibe r sensors can be
devised based on the extrinsic, int rinsic, and
evanescent processes [4]. Evanescent sensors
rely on the measurable loss of guidance from an
opt ical fibe r as a means of de tect ing external
change s. Fo r examp le , when the e ffect ive
refractive index of surrounding material around
an o p t ica l f ib e r ch a n ge s t h e in t e n s it y
modulation can be measured. At a liquid-to-air
interface the change of refractive index can be
used for measuring the specific gravity of the
liquid or measuring chemical parameter such as
pH of a solution. In intrinsic sensors [5,6], the
e ffect o f micro bending and the re su lt ing
t ran smission lo ss can p rovide a means o f
de t e ct in g p r e ssu r e o r st r a in . E xt r in sic
optical-fiber sensors can also be used in which
the radiation is released from the transmitted
fiber and modulated externally by some induced
changes. One common method in ext r insic
sensor design is the intensity modulation of the
radiation.
To avoid some of the problems exist ing in

in t e n s i t y mo du la t io n , t h e me t h o d o f
de ve lopment o f t r an sduce r s th a t d ir ect ly

t r ansmit fr e quency-ou t in fo rma t ion , a s a
fu nct ion o f t h e st r a in ap p lie d ha s be e n
i n t r o d u c e d . T h e va r i o u s o p t i o n s o f
frequency-out sensors are : vibrating wire [7],
quartz crystal, micro machined silicon [8], and
micro machined GaAs devices [9]. Among these
device s, a vibra t ing wire is often u sed for
applications like remote sensing and differential
p r e ssu r e me asu r emen t s. Q u ar t z cr yst a l
cantileve r beams can be optically excited into
resonance and the frequency varies with axial
stress loading. Devices made by this mechanism
have a measu remen t r ange o f 1 kg and a
reso lu t ion of 0.5 gm. However , design and
co n st r u ct io n o f su ch d e vice s a r e ve r y
comp lica t e d an d r e qu ir e s t h in f ilm an d
integrated electro-optics technologies [10-13].
In this study the goal is to focus on the use

of optical fibers and to develop simple sensors
wit h compa t ib le cha ract e r ist ics. Fo r t h is
purpose, several mechanical stressingmeans in
the fiber-to-fiber configuration have been tested
and the obtained results are reported. All the
reported systems function as a fiber-to-fiber
intensity modulator but the external changes are
induced by different methods.

EXPERIMENTALARRANGEMENTS

Design and operation of a single and double
fibe r-to-fibe r sensors were described in the
previous study [14]. By using this type of sensor
a precise measurement of the displacement, gas
pressure, and the linear thermal expansion of a
metal rod were reported [15]. Using the same
idea of transducing mechanism several sensors
were constructed, which are disp layed in the
b lo ck d ia gr am sh own in F igu r e 1 . F o r
convenience, hereafter we refer to these three
arrangements as sensor A, sensor B, and sensor
C, respectively.
The first design shown in Figure 1(A) which

consists of: a LED as radiation source, a fixed
fibe r , and a cant ilever fiber which is free to
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Figrue 1. Experimental Arrangements of the sensors: (A)
a cantilever fiber that is connected to a rubber membrane
by a th in couple r , (B) The second fibe r is fixed to a
Plexiglass plate, which can move, down and return up by a
spring restoring force and (C) The cantilever steel beam
geometry in which the second fiber and photo detector are
connected to the free end of the steel beam.

move acco r d in g t o e xt e rn a l ch a nge s o r
environmental perturbations. As indicated in
F igure 1(A), the first fibe r is coupled to the
radiation source and the second fiber is located
in an axial distance of about 50 mm from the
first fiber. The cantilever fiber is connected to a
rubbe r membrane by a th in coup le r . The
membrane is a disk of 30 mm diameter and 3
mm thickness fixed in posit ion while the th in
coupler is connected to its center from one side.
The other side of the coupler is connected to
the second fiber, as shown in Figure1(A).
By applying a we ight of W on the rubbe r

membrane , the force is applied to the second
fiber, which causes modulation in the intensity
of the radiation, which is received from the first
fibe r. The modulated transmitted light by the
se cond fibe r is collect ed by a pho to diode
(Centronics, BPX 65) and then the produced
e le ct r ica l signa l is me asu re d by a digit a l
voltme t e r . A lthough, phot on mult ip lie r or
electron multiplier detectors could make a more

precise detection system rather than the simple
device used here, they were unavailable and
costly, which increase the sensor cost.
The BPX 65 detector is a planar silicon (PIN

type) photodiode with excellent sensit ivity and
wide bandwidth capability suitable for a great
variety of signal detection. It has an active area
of 1mm2 and a low dark current of about 1 nA.
The noise e quivale n t powe r a t 900 nm is
3.6*10-14 W/(Hz) 1/2. Spectral response of this
detector is from 400 nm (quantum efficiency of
0.4), with maximum quantum efficiency of 0.8 at
about 830 nm, and it has a quantum efficiency
of 0.35 at 1000 nm. The quantum efficiency of
this photodetector for green light (500 nm) is
about 0.62 while for red light (600 nm) it is 0.7.
Typical responsivity for 450 nm is 0.2 A/W, for
900 nm 0.55 A/W, and for 1064 nm is around
0.15 A/W.
Figu re 1(B) shows a diffe re nt st r e ssing

mechanism for the we ighing measurements.
Here, the second fiber was fixed in a Plexiglass
(kind of glass with high degree of flexibility)
plate, which is able to have a precise movement
in the vertical direction. A spring-loaded screw
in a precise fashion controlled this movement
(see Figure 2b). Since the second fiber is fixed
to this plate, then by putting a weight of W on
the top of it , the disp lacement causes some
modulat ion in the in tensity of the radiation ,
which is ult imately collected by a photo diode.
The output signal is then measured by a digital
voltmeter as shown in Figure 1(B). Therefore,
sensing of the applied we ight was possible by
re co rd in g t h e ou t p u t vo lt age s. Fo r t h is
expe r iment , we have te sted the system with
diffe rent springs of different force constants
(k=200-1000 N/m).
The final design for we ight measur ing is

illustrated in Figure 1(C) refered to as sensor C.
This apparatus uses a fiber-to-fiber arrangement
similar to those of sensor A and sensor B, but
uses a steel beam in a cantilever configuration.
Schema t ic pe r sp e ct ive o f t h e we igh in g
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Figure 2 . Schemat ic represen t a t ion of the weighing
apparatus used in this study. Part (b ) shows sensor B,
which u ses the spr ing mechanism , and (c) shows the
cant ilever steel beam geometry for sensor C. Weight
placing distance, L, is shown for sensor C.

apparatus for sensors B and C are shown in
Figures 2b and 2c, respectively. As indicated in
Figure 2c, the second fiber in this case is fixed
to the tip of the stee l bar that is free to move
and the other end of the bar is tightly fixed in
posit ion. This piece of metal bar (stee l) has a
dimension of 96 mm*28 mm*1 mm and the
pivot length is about 90 mm. The collect ing
photo diode is also fixed to the steel beam and
the output voltage is again recorded by a digital
voltmeter.
For a better comparison, in the construction

of all of the sensors we have used similar fibers,
photo diodes, and digital voltmeter. Although,
similar types of LEDs were used in sensors A,
B, and C, but the first two were emit t ing the
green light while for sensor C the emitted red
light was used for measurements. The first and
the second fibers for all the systems are picked
up from silicon fibers with step index profile, a
co re diame t e r o f 400 mm and an ove ra ll
diameter of 1 mm.
In o rde r t o min imize t he ligh t sou rce

flu ctua t ion s, ca re was t ake n t o provide a
relatively constant voltage for the LEDs. For

t h is pu rpo se , a h igh qua lit y powe r supply
(Hewlett-Packard model HP 6115A Precision
P owe r Su p p ly) wa s u se d t o p r o vid e a
well-regulated voltage of 3V. With this power
supply it was possible to cont ro l the supply
voltage with in a precision of 1 mV. The LED
supply current was also monitored which was
constant of the order of 2.5 mA at this voltage
level.

RESULTS

For data collection , var iat ions of the output
voltage as a funct ion of the weight changes
were measured. By using sensor A, seve ral
weight measurements were accomplished, and
t he ave rage va lue s fo r t h e five se r ie s o f
measuremen ts are shown in F igure 3. This
sensor shows a sensit ivity of about 1.5 mV/gm
for a dynamic range of about 200 gm (rubber
membrane of 3 mm thickness) . By using the
rubber membranes with different thicknesses, it
is possible to change both the sensitivity and the
dynamic range . However, when the dynamic
range is increased, the sensit ivity of the system
will decrease in a reverse way.
The resolu t ion of the sensor A with the

mentioned parameters was about 0.5 gm, but it

Figure 3. Variat ion of the outpu t signal as a function of
weight (increasing weight) for sensor A.
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could be fur the r improved by using anothe r
thinner rubber membrane. The output of the
sensor is nonlinear which is true for the case of
fiber-to-fibe r modulation, but for a we ighing
range of 60 gm to 180 gm it is nearly linear. It
should be mentioned that with the opt ion of
digitizing, the nonlinearity of the output should
not be a se rious problem because it would be
easy to use a nonlinear calibrat ion curve to
correct the data.
In ano the r measu remen t , t o show the

hysteresis effect, the output signals for the case
o f in cre asing and de cre asing we ight s a r e
recorded and the diffe rence in the ave raged
re su lt s a r e shown in F igu re 4. The sligh t
difference can be explained by the fact that the
output measurement is re lated to the weight
force and the re storing force , which are not
acting exactly in the same manner. However,
the maximum hysteresis for th is case is about
9% that is not so bad for such a simple design.
Another source of error in this respect might be
due to the intensity drift of the LED. Hence,
for precise applications, the LED light source
can be replaced by a more stable laser diode for
more accurate results.

Figure 4 . The effect of the increasing and decreasing
weight (hysteresis) in the operation of sensor A.

In another expe riment , sensor B shown in
F igu r e 1(B) was emp lo yed fo r we igh ing
mea su reme n t s. Fo r t h is a r r a n geme n t , a
t ransit ional stage was used in which the fine
movement of the second fibe r in the vert ical
direction was possible . The measuring weight
was placed on the top of the Plexiglass plate as
shown in Figure 2b, and the restoring force was
provide by a spring. For this case, using springs
with diffe ren t force constan t values made
several measurements. The spring with a higher
force constant provided a higher dynamic range
wh ile t h e se n sit ivit y o f t h e se n so r wa s
decreased. Experimental re sults for a typical
sp r ing ( fo rce con st an t , k= 980 N /m) a re
pre sented in F igure 5. This device shows a
sensit ivity of about 2.6 mV/gm for a dynamic
range of 70 gm.
Two major points can be seen from Figure 5:

first similar to the case of sensor A, its output is
not linear , even more nonlinear than that of
se nsor A . I t must be po in te d out th at t he
nonliearity observed in the optical fibers is due
to the fact that output intensity changes with
the square of the offse t distance of the two
fibe rs. The second problem is that the output
r e spon se fo r t h e case o f in cre asing a nd

Figure 5. Output signal versus weight for sensor B.
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decreasing weights was slightly different. This
problem was mainly due to the structure of the
spring. The construction of the spring in such a
way that it is either compressing or stretching.
Hence, under restoring force, the spring was not
act ing exact ly the same as the compressing
force. The maximum hysteresis for this sensor
was even more than that of sensor A and is
about 13% . At first it was thought it might be
due to some defect in a par ticu lar spring, but
several springs were experimented and more or
less the same effect was not iced in all of the
spring-loaded systems.
In sensor C presented in Figure 2c, a steel

beam is used as the perturbing system for the
intensitymodulation. Weighingmeasurements
for this sensor was accomplished by placing the
we ight at diffe re nt p laces on t he st ee l bar
(L= 6.5 cm, 4 cm, and 2.5 cm. see Figure 2c)
a n d t h e o u t p u t r e su lt s we r e me a su r e d
acco rdingly. The fle xibilit y of th is se nsor
permits to employ just one system for a wider
measuring range and at different sensit ivity
levels.
Th e re su lt o f such me asu remen t s fo r

different weight placements, L, is illustrated in
Figure 6. As can be seen in Figure 6, increasing
L will decrease dynamic range, but the slope of
th e curves or se nsit ivity will incre ase in a
reverse manner. To show this effect for the case
of L=6.5 cm, the weighing measurements were
performed at higher resolution and the results
are shown in Figure 7. In th is experiment the
weight increase at each step was 0.5 gm, but the
best resolution of this sensor was found to be
0.2 gm at this range of operation. For this study
we used a container and varied the weight by
adding small amount of water using an accurate
micropipe t te . Our system was sensit ive to a
small drop of water corre sponding to 0.2 gm
weight.
To sum up the results of our experiments for

different sensors the re lated parame te rs are
compared in Table 1 in terms of the numerical

Figure 6. Variation of the normalized output as a function
of weight for different placing positions, L=2.5, 4, and 6.5
cm in sensor C.

Figure 7 . R eso lu t ion of the sensor C for the weigh t
placement value of L=6.5 cm.

value s. Since the fibe r -t o fibe r me t hod is
nonlinear in nature, so all these sensors behave
nonlinearly on which we did not elaborate in
our comparison. However, in terms of linearity,
sensor C has the best performance (compare
F igure 6 with F igure 5, and Figure 3) and is
sensor A the next. Considering these results in
te rms of sensit ivity, hystere sis, repeatability,
resolution, and dynamic range it is noticed that
sensor C has the supe rior performance. This
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the Different Sensor Systems
(k=980 N/m for Sensor B).

Dynamic

Range

(gm)

Resolution

(gm)

Repeatability

(%)

Hysteresis

(%)

Sensitivity

(mV/gm)Sensors

1800.5591.5A

700.56122.6B

1400.2344.8C

sensor is more stable and provides the means to
construct a reliable system that can be used for
different weighing ranges with an acceptable
sensitivity and dynamic range.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The preliminary results reported here indicate
that sensor C can be effectively used for force
a n d p r e ssu r e me a su r eme n t s. H owe ve r ,
sensit ivity and its ove rall performance can be
improved by considering several points. First ,
for radiat ion source we use d the available
LEDs, for sensors A and B the green LED, and
the red one for sensor C. So using a high power
LED or a laser diode emitt ing at a wavelength
that matches the highest quantum efficiency
poin t of the detector will great ly improve the
sensor sensitivity. It seems that for the present
detector the wavelengths in the RED-NIR (830
nm)should be the best choice for the optimum
operation.
As indicated by others, there are some loss

of light in coupling the LED to the first fiber. In
our case the coupling was done in a casual way,
but there are better means and mechanism for a
mor e e ffic ie n t coup ling. Be cau se o f t h e
limitations on the optical fibers, we just tested
the available silicon fibe rs, but one can t ry

different fibers in order to select the best one in
terms of fiber material, index profile , and core
and cladding dimensions.
As was described for the source of radiation,

for the appropriate detection one must choose a
high efficiency low noise photo de tector that
matches the light source wavelength . In our
case the BPX 65 photo detector has a quantum
e fficie ncy of abou t 70% at 600 nm and a
maximum of about 80% at 850 nm, which is
reasonable . Considering all the parameters of
this photo diode its operation is satisfactory.
Ano t he r pa r ame t e r is t h e mechan ica l

st re ssing mechanism that plays an important
role in sensor operation Even though, the steel
bar showed a good pe rformance , we did not
study othe r materials in this connection. The
dimension and the geometry of the cantilever
beam are the two factors that can be optimized
for a better operation.
The signal recorded here is just the direct

output of the photo detector measured by a
digital voltmeter. For more precise applications
one can impr ove t he S/N ra t io by using
amplifying, ave raging me thods and digit a l
techniques. In fact the re sponse time of the
syst em is de fin e d t o some ext e n t by t he
de te ct ion circuit and the signal processing
technique. However, for static measurements
such as weight measurements accomplished
here this factor is not a crucial one.
In summary, with some of the ment ioned

imp roveme n t s t h is simp le se n so r can be
employed effectively in force and the related
measurements in order to meet the increasing
demand for the sensors offe ring a good price
and quality pe rformance ratio . However, it
requires some more efforts to compete with the
load cells of fixed positions that are widely used
in precise applications.
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